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Abstract

Some ancient sources seem to indicate that the Roman imperial state actively promoted the construc-
tion and maintenance of infrastructure in the provinces. Based on a case study, this paper provides a
di!erent interpretation: that the rhetoric connecting provincial infrastructure and good government,
when it was monumentalized in stone in the provinces, does not constitute clear evidence of Rome
actively promoting provincial infrastructure. To the contrary, the carving in stone of communications
of Roman state o"cials that included such rhetoric is more likely to re#ect an e!ort on the part of the
provincials to impose a moral obligation on their Roman rulers to undertake such activities.

Manche antike Quellen scheinen anzudeuten, dass der römische Staat der Kaiserzeit Konstruktion und
Unterhalt von Infrastruktur in den Provinzen aktiv förderte. Basierend auf einer Fallstudie, vertritt der
vorliegende Beitrag eine andere Au!assung: wenn epigraphisch dokumentierte Erlasse römischer
Amtsinhaber in ihrer Rhetorik provinzielle Infrastruktur mit guter römischer Verwaltung verbanden,
ist dieser Umstand nicht zwingend als Nachweis von Roms Engagement für provinzielle Infrastruktur-
projekte zu deuten. Vielmehr ist die Verewigung solcher Amtsdokumente auf Stein in den Provinzen
als Ergebnis des Bestrebens seitens der Provinzialen zu verstehen, den römischen Staatsvertretern eine
moralische Verp#ichtung aufzuerlegen, solche Aktivitäten zu unterstützen.

Superstructure and Infrastructure

In 88 BCE the inhabitants of the Roman province of Asia gave support to an enemy of
the Roman state in the person of Mithridates of Pontus, and slaughtered in the thousands
the Romans and Italians who had lived among them. In the second half of the second
century CE, by contrast, repeated threats to the borders of the empire and serious chal-
lenges to Roman rule in the East rallied the loyalties of the provincial population to the
Roman empire. In short, the Roman imperial state had succeeded in turning subjects into
citizens. In an e!ort to explain the stability of the Roman political and social order under
the Empire, recent scholarship has extended beyond the study of institutions of govern-
ment and has focused increasingly on other aspects of Roman society’s “superstructure”.
"ese aspects include processes of acculturation and the state’s capacity to create con-
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sensus between rulers and subjects in the Empire.1 "e present paper aims to evaluate
the contribution of Roman o#cial rhetoric to the idea, detectable in a second-century
CE proconsular edict under study here, that good provincial infrastructure depended on
good provincial administration by the Roman state.

Our chief literary sources for the Roman Imperial period occasionally speak of a par-
ticular aptitude of the Romans in the art of government and also in the undertaking of
such building projects as we would include today under the term “infrastructure”.2 It is
not clear from those literary sources that a connection was perceived to exist between
these two $elds of professed Roman competence – that is, government and infrastructure.
A well-known inscription, however, that I wish to revisit here, IK 11 nο. 23, does seem to
suggest that a connection between infrastructure and good government was broadcast by
individuals in a position both to express and to shape Roman state ideology."is inscrip-
tion, which records an edict of a proconsul Asiae, originates from a major province of the
Greek East, and thus from a part of the world where a considerable amount of infrastruc-
ture was already in place when the province became part of the Roman Empire.3

It is worth asking, at the outset of this examination, whether such rhetoric as we $nd
in this text, clearly connecting infrastructure to good government, was routinely used
by Roman governors in their communications to provincial communities. At present,
however, the surviving body of routine communications of Roman o#cials to provincial
communities is too small to provide a useful basis for such an enquiry.4 My focus in the
present paper will be on this one epigraphic example of rhetoric connecting infrastructure
and good government. As I will suggest, the inscribing of documents containing this sort
of rhetoric may re&ect the provincials’ e!ort to transfer from their own agenda to that of
their Roman rulers a number of local priorities having to do with provincial infrastruc-
ture, and possibly to impose on those rulers a moral obligation to become involved in the
speci$ed tasks. If that is correct, then such rhetoric does not constitute clear evidence that
the Roman state undertook the promotion of infrastructure in the provinces as a means,
for example, of inducing loyalty among those whom it governed and it does not necessar-
ily constitute evidence that Roman state o#cials routinely argued along those lines. With
a view to investigating who might, at the time, have promoted the role of the state in local
infrastructure, and why, I will try to tease out, in this one instance, the possible mix of
local and imperial considerations that may have been involved in such rhetoric and in the
engraving of such arguments in stone. My case concerns a well-known episode of Roman
intervention in the upkeep of the harbor at Ephesos.

1 See Ando 2000 for an analysis that is informed by modern social theory and is based on solid know-
ledge of the ancient evidence. On cultural exchange between Greece and Rome important recent
work includes Wallace-Hadrill 2008 and Spawforth 2012.

2 Dion. Hal. ant. 3,67,5; Strab. 5,3,8; Aristeid. 26,101 (Keil).
3 And in which, as Trajan once pointed out to the governor Pliny the Younger, specialists in the carry-

ing out of such works could easily be found; Plin. epist. 10,18.
4 Presumably because of the loss of the Alexandrian archives, even the wealth of Egyptian evidence

preserves only a few documents issued at the highest hierarchical levels of provincial government.
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Ephesos’ Harbor(s): “"e Gate by Which the West Visited the East”5

Strabo, in a passing reference, speaks of Ephesos as the largest ц̨½ң̬̥̫̩, or trade
center, of Asia Minor, larger than Phrygian Apameia because (in contrast to Apameia, it is
understood), Ephesos received “also those that come from Italy andGreece”."ough some
of the $ner nuances of this passagemay escape us, due in part to its syntax and vocabulary,
Ephesos seems to be portrayed here as the most important link in the trade between East
and West, a major center connecting Italy and Greece with Asia Minor: о½̨̡̘̥̝ ̠Á ц̮̯Ҡ̩
ц̨½̷̬̥̫̩ ̨̙̟̝ ̯Ӭ̭ Ѣ̴̛̠̭ ̧̡̨̟̫̙̩̣̭ о̛̮̝̭� ̡̡̡̠̰̯̬ԉ̫̩ ̨̡̯Қ ̯Ҟ̩ ѐ̡̱̮̫̩r ̝̯̣҃ ̟Қ̬ ̦̝Ҡ
̯Ԗ̩ ж½Ң ̯Ӭ̭ Ѫ̧̛̯̝̝̭ ̦̝Ҡ ̯Ӭ̭ э̧̧̘̠̫̭ ѿ½̡̫̠̫̲Ӻ̫̩ ̷̦̫̥̩̩ ц̮̯̥̩.6

A more detailed report on Ephesos is provided in Geographica book 14. A2er some
remarks on the city’s history and on the Artemision, the geographer turns to a discussion
of Ephesos’ port, and his $rst observation is that the port’s mouth, once very wide, was in

5 Ramsay 1901, 167.
6 Strab. 12,8,15. "e Loeb translation (H. L. Jones, London 1924) connects ƣȽƵƩ in the sentence

beginning with ƣȽƵƩ ƥƞƲ to Apameia Kibotos: “Apameia is a great emporium of Asia, I mean Asia
in the special sense of that term, and ranks second only to Ephesus; for it is a common entrepôt for
the merchandise from both Italy and Greece”. Cf. the translation of W. Falconer (London 1903):
“Apameia is a large mart of Asia, properly so called, and second in rank to Ephesus, for it is the
common staple for merchandise brought from Italy and from Greece”. Cf. in the Belles Lettres the
translation by F. Lasserre (Paris 1981): “Apamée est un grand marché de l’Asie proprement dite, le
deuxième en importance après Éphèse. Elle sert, en e!et, d’entrepôt commun pour les marchandises
venues d’Italie et de Grèce. Elle est située là où le Marsyas…”. But ̝̯̣҃ ̟̘̬, here, is more likely to
refer to Ephesos than to Apameia: Ephesos is the city mentioned immediately before ̝̯̣҃, and the
clause that begins with ̝̯̣҃ ̟̘̬ presumably continues the description of that city, explaining why
Ephesos, instead of Apameia, was ranked $rst. It is therefore unnecessary to suppose that Strabo, in
comparing the inland Phrygian city of Apameia Kibotos and the western sea-port of Ephesos came
to the conclusion that, despite their respective geographical positions, it was Apameia rather than
Ephesos that constituted a “common entrepôt for the merchandise from both Italy and Greece”, that
is, from the West. "e German translation by S. Radt (vol. 3, Göttingen 2004) is much preferable:
“Apameia ist ein großer Handelsplatz des in engerem Sinne Asien genannten Landes, der zweite
nach Ephesos; denn dieses ist auch noch der allgemeine Stapelplatz für die Waren aus Italien und
Griechenland. Apameia liegt an der Mündung des Flusses Marsyas…”. In the same sense Groskurd
(Berlin 1831): „Apameia ist eine grosse Handelsstadt des eigentlich so genannten Asia, den zweiten
Rang nächst Ephesos behauptend; denn diese ist eine allgemeine Niederlage aller Waren aus Italia
und Hellas. Apameia ist an der Mündung des Flusses Marsyas erbaut…”. Strabo refers to Ephesos,
here, with the common word emporion and also with the much less common word ѿ½̡̫̠̫̲Ӻ̫̩�
҆½̡̫̠̫̲Ӻ̫̩ is seldom attested in literary authors. In papyri, it usually refers to a reservoir or store-
house. Here the meaning suggested in LSJ is “entrepôt” (as also in the Loeb translation cited above),
which in English can refer to a free port, but this is almost certainly not what Strabo means. In Strab.
17,1,13, where he refers to Alexandria as ѿ½̡̫̠̫̲Ӻ̫̩ of precious goods, his description con$rms that
Alexandria was not a free port but imposed and collected high duties for such goods."e translation
of ѿ½̡̫̠̫̲Ӻ̫̩ as “free port” is therefore unlikely to represent his meaning in relation to Ephesos,
either, and “store-house” is probably the more correct interpretation in both cases.
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his time excessively narrow. Never reluctant to provide expert criticism on architectural
matters, Strabo puts the port’s unfavorable condition down to the incompetence of archi-
tects deployed by the Pergamene king Attalus Philadelphus in the second half of the sec-
ond century BCE:7 the architects and their king, Strabo asserts, had been wrong to assume
that the entrance to the port, and the port itself, could be made deeper, and thus capable
of receiving cargo ships, by the erecting of a mole to narrow its mouth. In fact, contin-
ues Strabo, the opposite occurred: the silt that was carried in the river Kaystros, “thus
hemmed in, made the whole of the harbor, as far as the mouth, more shallow”, whereas
previously, he remarks, “the ebb and &ow of the tides” had su#ced “to carry away the silt
and to draw it to the sea outside”. To judge from Strabo’s account, it appears that Attalus’s
engineers labored under the illusion that the level of water inside the port’s basin would
rise if its entrance were narrowed.8

Livy, however, reports that the mouth of the Ephesian port was “like a river, long, nar-
row, and full of shoals” even earlier in the second century, in 190 BCE, when the Romans
and their allies had contemplated trapping the royal &eet of Antiochos III inside the port.9
Either Livy’s account of the situation at the harbor is anachronistic and re&ects the situa-
tion at a later date, probably in Augustan times, or Strabo’s account confuses the facts in
some way – and is unfair to Attalus’s engineers.

"e early history of Ephesos’ port may well be irrecoverable."e river had threatened
the port far earlier than the second century BCE and had forced the Ephesians more
than once to relocate both the harbor and the city farther to the west. But, as Strabo also
notes, “because of its advantageous situation in other respects”, Ephesos thrived and was
the largest emporion of Asia “this side of the Taurus” despite the shortcomings of its
harbor.10

7 Strab. 14,1,24–25.
8 "e engineers apparently reasoned that, if the mouth of the port was narrowed, the water that was

carried by the river would be slowed on its way to the open sea. In any event, Strabo’s account is clear
as to what Attalus ordered: to make the entrance of the harbor narrower. I doubt that the passage
refers to the construction of a dam to divert the bed load of the Kaystros, as proposed by Zabehlicky
1999, 481 (cf. Engelmann 1996a): nothing in the passage suggests that the narrowing of the ent-
rance was a side e!ect of Attalus’s engineers’ work rather than their intended aim. Such a diverting
of the Kaystros, moreover, a measure later undertaken by Hadrian (see below), would appear to be a
sensible measure, and an unlikely target of the geographer’s criticism.

9 Liv. 37,14,6: et eo minoris molimenti ea claustra esse, quod in !uminis modum longum et angustum
et vadosum ostium portus sit: “the closing of the harbour would involve less di#culty because the
mouth of the harbour was like a river, long, narrow, and full of shoals” (transl. E.T. Sage, Cambridge,
Mass. 1935 [Loeb]).

10 Strab. 14,1,24. Here, Strabo repeats the $rst-place ranking of the emporion of Ephesos that he noted
in 12,8,15 (see above), when he was comparing Ephesos to Apameia (text in quotation marks: transl.
H.L. Jones, London 1970 [Loeb]).
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Literary and epigraphic sources from the Roman Imperial period provide evidence of
various attempts to $x those shortcomings. Tacitus mentions, among the “o!ences” that
increased the hostility of the “bad” emperor Nero toward the “good” proconsul Barea
Soranus, that Soranus “bestowed pains on opening the port of Ephesos”.11 In the reign
of Trajan, a high-priest of Asia by the name of Montanus12 donated 75.000 denarii for
“construction work on the harbor”.13 At roughly the same time, more precisely proba-
bly in 105 CE, an Ephesian notable donated 2 500 denarii for the same purpose14. In the
reign of Hadrian we have epigraphic evidence of works aimed at containing or diverting
the rivers Mantheites and Kaystros, and at “rendering the harbors navigable”: in the case
of the Kaystros, the inscription leaves no doubt that diverting the river was a measure
taken to prevent it from harming the harbors (l. 15): ̧̞̘;½̯̫̩̯̝ ̯̫Ҥ̭= ̧̨̥̙̩̝̭).15 An
edict issued under Hadrian’s successor, the text inscribed in IK 11 no. 23 that I will be
discussing, below, presents the claim that Antoninus Pius, too, showed great interest in
the upkeep of Ephesos’ harbor. Finally, recent archaeological research indicates that a sig-

11 Tac. ann. 16,23. We are not informed as to what exactly this “opening” of the harbor entailed (the
verb used is aperio: aperiendo). If we suppose that Attalus’s mistakenly designed “choma” was still
there in Soranus’s time, perhaps the proconsul tried to do away with it and/or to otherwise widen the
port’s mouth. Alternatively, Soranus may have tried to “open” the basin by dredging the harbor, as a
later euergetes did, although the verb aperio does not precisely describe that activity. Zabehlicky
1995, 205 asserts, without o!ering evidence, that Tacitus here refers to “cleaning and dredging the
bottom of the basin”.

12 T. FlaviusMontanus, a native of Phrygian Akmoneia, is attested in inscriptions fromAkmoneia (IGR
IV 643 [with IV 1696]) and Ephesos (IK 12 no. 498; IK 13 no. 698 and no. 854; IK 14 no. 1130; IK
16 no. 2037 and no. 2061–2063). Cf. Campanile 1994, 96; MAMA XI 104 on a descendant of this
Montanus at Akmoneia; Cramme 2001, 128 n. 476; Halfmann 2001, 64 with nn. 215–216.

13 %Ѣ̭ ̯Ҟ̩ˀ ̯̫ԉ ;̧̨̥ҝ=̩̫̭ ̡̦̝̯̝̮̦̰ҟ̩� IK 16 no. 2061, ll. 14–15. "e donation appears to have been
made during Montanus’s tenure in the o#ce of provincial high-priest. Cf. Engelmann 1996b, 93 n.
10.

14 ̂Ѣ̭ ̯Ҟ̩ ̯;̫ԉ= ̧̨̥ҝ̩̫̭ ̡̦̝̯̝̮̦̰ҟ̩: C. Licinius Maximus Iulianus, IK 17/1 no. 3066, ll. 14–15. On
the dating see IK 14 no. 1022. A similar formulation concerning the port being “under construction”
may be taken as an indication of a similar date for another, in this case very fragmentary, honorary
inscription from Ephesos, IK 14 no. 1391: ;̩ԉ̩ ̠Ҝ ̡̦̝̯̝̮̦̰=̢̨̝̫ҝ̩̫̰ ̯̫ԉ ̧̨̥ҝ̩̫̭� the text appa-
rently lists numerous benefactions of a team of benefactors, because all of the participles, nouns, and
adjectives that survive are in the plural: perhaps a father-son team like the one clearly indicated in the
inscription for Maximus Iulianus (IK 17/1 no. 3066, ll. 19–22).

15 Mantheites: Knibbe/Engelmann/İplikçioğlu 1993, 122–123, no. 12 (SEG 43, 1993, 792; AE 1993,
1472): о̬̯ҝ̨̥̠̥ ь̡̱̮ҡӛ \ ̦̝Ҡ ˾Ѿ̯̫̦̬қ̯̫̬̥ \ п̠̬̥̝̩ԗ ̝̇ҡ̮̝̬̥ ̡̏ \ ̞̝̮̯ԗ� ̨̨̡̟̬̝̝̯ҥ̫̩̯̫̭ \5 ̫̍�
ԏ̡̧̫̰̯̥ҡ̫̰ ˿қ̮̮̫̰� ѓ \ ь̡̱̮ҡ̴̩ ½ң̧̥̭ ̯Ң ½̧қ̯̫̭ \ ̯ԗ ̡̝̩̤̉ҡ̯Ӫ ½̨̫̯̝ԗ ̯Ԗ̩ \ ч̪ҟ̦̫̩̯̝ ½̫̠Ԗ̩
̦̝̯Қ ̯Ҟ̩ \ ̯̫ԉ ̡̞̝̮̯̫̏ԉ ̠̥̝̯̝̟Ҟ̩ \10 ж½̫̦̝̤ҝ̡̮̯̣̮̩ ̯̫ԉ ̡̠̪̥̫ԉ \ ̲ҧ̨̝̯̫̭� +AYSTROS AND ÃHAR
BORSÄ� )+ �� NO� ���� ˾Ѿ̯̫̦̬қ̯̫̬̝ ̝̇ҡ̮̝̬̝ ̡̤̫ԉ \ ̵̬̝̝̩̫̐ԉ ̝̬̤̥̦̫̍ԉ ̰ѣң̩� ̡̤̫ԉ \ ̊ҝ̬̫̰̝ ̰ѣ̴̩ң̩�
̵̬̝̝̩̐Ң̩п̠̬̥̝̩Ң̩ \ ̡̞̝̮̯̏Ң̩̦̝ҠѸ̧ҥ̨½̥̫̩� ̨̠̣̝̬\5̲̥̦Ӭ̭ ц̪̫̰̮ҡ̝̭ ̯Ң �̥�̟˯� ҃½̝̯̫̩ \ ̯Ң ̟˯� ½̝̯ҝ̬̝
½̝̯̬ҡ̠̫̭ \ ѓ ̧̞̫̰Ҟ ̦̝Ҡ ѳ ̠Ӭ̨̫̭ ѳ ь̡̱̮ҡ̴̩ \ ̯Ң̩ Ѧ̠̥̫̩ ̦̯ҡ̮̯̣̩ ̦̝Ҡ ̴̮̯Ӭ̬̝ ̠̥Қ \ ̯Қ̭ ж̩̰½̡̧̬̞ҟ̯̫̰̭
̴̡̠̬Қ̭ о̬̯ҝ \10̨̥̠̥� ̠̥̠ң̩̯̝ ̯ӭ ̡̤ԗ ̯Ԗ̩ ̧̦̣̬̫\̨̩̫̥Ԗ̩ ̦̝Ҡ ̡̧̞̞̣̦ң̴̯̩ ̯Қ ̠ҡ̦̝̥̝ \ ̦̝Ҡ ̯̫Ҥ̭
̩ң̨̫̰̭ ̝Ѿ̯Ӭ̭� ̡̮̥̯̫½̨̫½ҟ;̝̭ ̠Ҝ= \ ж½Á ˾Ѣ̟ҥ½̯̫̰ ½̝̬ҝ̲̫̩̯̝ ̦̝Ҡ ̯̫Ҥ̭ ̧̨̥ҝ̩̝̭ \ ½̫;̥ҟ̮̝̩=̯̝
½̴̧̯̫ҥ̭� ж½̫̮̯̬ҝ̳̝̩̯қ ̡̯ \15 ̦̝Ҡ ̯Ң̩ ̧̞қ;½̯̫̩̯̝ ̯̫Ҥ̭= ̧̨̥ҝ̩̝̭ ½̨̫̯̝Ң̩ \ ̇қ̶̮̯̬̫̩ ̠̥Қ ̯Ң ;¿=�
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ni$cant upgrading of the harbor facilities at Ephesos took place in the $rst half of the sec-
ond century CE.16 It might not be entirely coincidental, then, that among the numerous
inscriptions from Ephesos dating from the second and third centuries CE, we $nd little
evidence of trouble with the port, and none at all until the years between 222 and 238 CE,
when a ½̬ҥ̯̝̩̥̭ is honored for his donation of 20.000 denarii for the purpose of cleaning
the harbor.17 Again in the third century, the silversmiths at Ephesos $nd poetic words to
express their gratitude for a benefactor’s improvement of the port.18 And in the $2h cen-
tury, we $nd Ephesos’ harbor referred to in a Coptic text as containing “landings” that pre-
vented a ship from entering it."e passengers on that ship had to board a boat (̮̦қ̱̫̭)
to gain entry into the city.19 "e latest attestation of Ephesos’ central port being in use
dates from 723 CE.20 Today, the site of ancient Ephesos is at a distance of 5,5 km from the
shore, and the shape of its ancient harbor is discernible in the intervening landscape."e
harbor’s mouth is visible, too, and it is surprisingly similar in shape to what Livy described
as “like a river, long (and) narrow”.

Ephesos had at least one other harbor, known by the name Panormos, which was also
mentioned by Strabo. As mentioned above, in the inscription IK 12 no. 274 the emperor
Hadrian is praised for making the harbors (plural) navigable."ough the location of Pan-
ormos is not known with absolute certainty, apparently more than one harbor needed
maintenance in the reign of Hadrian, and it seems plausible to infer that there was more
than one outer harbor to accommodate the large vessels that could not enter the narrow
mouth of Ephesos’ central port.

"e Ephesians appear to have kept their harbors generally in working order, despite
the di#culties of maintaining them. When at the end of the $rst century CE Pliny the
Younger traveled to his province Bithynia in northern Asia Minor, he landed at Ephesos,

16 Zabehlicky 1999, 481.
17 One of several members of the same family (grandfather, father, and son) named Marcus Aurelius

Artemidorus (cf. IK 17/1 no. 3058): IK 17/1 no. 3071, ll. 11–12: ̡Ѣ̭ ̯Ҟ̩ ж̩̝\̦қ̤̝̬̮̥̩ ̯̫ԉ ̧̨̥ҝ̩̫̭.
18 Valerius Festus: İplikçioğlu/Knibbe 1984: ж̟̝̤ӭ ̯ҥ̲Ӫ˶ \ ̯Ӭ̭ ½̬ҧ̯̣̭ ̦̝Ҡ ̨̡\̟ҡ̮̯̣̭ ̨̣̯̬̫½ң̴̧̡̭ \
̯Ӭ̭ о̮ҡ̝̭ ̦̝Ҡ ̯̬Ҡ̭ ̡̩\5̴̦ң̬̫̰ ̯Ԗ̩ ̡̞̝̮̯̏�Ԗ̩	 \\ ь̡̱̮ҡ̴̩ ̫ѣ ж̬̟̰̬̫̲ң̫̥ \ ̌Ѿ̧̝ҝ̬̥̫̩ ̒Ӭ̮̯̫̩ \ ̯Ң̩
ц̦ ½̬̫̟ң̴̩̩ ж̩̤̰�½̝̯̥̦ң̩	� \ ̦̯ҡ̮̯̣̩ ̨Ҝ̩ ½̧̧̫Ԗ̩ ъ̴̬̟̩ \10 ̯Ӭ̭ о̮ҡ̝̭ ̯Ӭ̭ ̠Ҝ ь̱ҝ̮̫̰ \ ̦̝̯Қ ̯Ң̩
ї̴̬̝ о̴̩̯̩Ӻ̩̫̩� \ ̯Ң̩ ̠Ҝ ̧̨̥ҝ̩̝ ̨̡ҡ̢̫̩̝ \ ̬̫̇ҡ̮̫̰ ½̫̥ҟ̮̝̩̯̝� \ ̯Ң̩ ч̝̰̯Ԗ̩ ̴̮̯Ӭ̬̝ \15 ̦̝Ҡ ц̩
½ӝ̮̥̩ ̡Ѿ̡̬̟ҝ̯̣̩ \ ж̩ҝ̮̯̣̮̝̩�

19 Engelmann 1996a. It is possible, as Engelmann proposes, that the presence of a canal is implied,
though not explicitly referred to, in the Coptic text. A canal had existed in earlier phases (see above),
and it is still visible today on the ground. On the basis of the translation provided by Engelmann,
however, the Coptic text appears to refer to the harbor, rather than to a canal, specifying that landings
that had been provided within the harbor le2 too little space for a large vessel to enter the harbor its-
elf. If by the $2h century the basin of the harbor remained too shallow to accommodate large ships,
the Ephesians may well have chosen to build numerous landings for use by small vessels that shuttled
to and from boats at anchor in the outer port(s) of the city.

20 Scherrer 2007, 349: the harbor is mentioned in the life of Saint Willibald, bishop of Eichstätt in
Bavaria, who traveled to Ephesos among other places.
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and although he complained about the tiresome land journey that followed, he is not
reported to have complained speci$cally about the fact that his ship had landed so far to
the south of his $nal destination.21 From this evidence it seems reasonable to infer that
landing at Ephesos when traveling from Italy to the province of Asia was usual enough in
the time of Pliny that it did not require explanation.22 In the reign of Caracalla, proconsuls
of Asia apparently did not always come ashore at Ephesos, as we can infer from an edict
cited by Ulpian, but there is no evidence that the state of the harbor had induced them to
land elsewhere.23

Ephesos and the Romans: L. Antonius Albus and IK 11 no. 23

Roman imperial Ephesos was an important harbor for goods traded across the Medi-
terranean, and its role in the grain trade was particularly critical.24 Its Artemis temple was
famous throughout the ancient Mediterranean both for its antiquity and for its widely
respected inviolability. "e Artemision owned extensive lands and generated income
through local taxes. It functioned as an international bank and, as a consequence, had at
hand a highly valued, and in antiquity seldom readily available resource: cash.25 Augustus
had restored to the Artemision the lands and “sacred revenues” that it had lost during
the Late Republic, and he had reorganized its $nances. Augustan authors circulated a
story according to which the Decemviri were aided in drawing up the Ten Tables by an
Ephesian exile, who, in return, was given a statue in the Comitium.26 "ough the truth
of this story may be questionable, the archaeological evidence indisputably attests that
the Augustan period saw the construction of impressive new public buildings at Ephesos
under the aegis of the Romans.27 Literary and epigraphic evidence complete the picture of

21 Plin. epist. 10,17.
22 As it appears also to have been in the time of Cicero, who traveled by sea from Rome via Delos to

Ephesos, and then by land, from Ephesos via Tralles, to his province Cilicia; Cic. Att. 5,13; cf. 5,20.
But there is evidence that Cicero may have owned a house at Ephesos, and this could be expected to
have a!ected his route: Cic. Att. 6,8. Cicero’s and Pliny’s routes do not, in any event, seem a su#cient
basis for the conclusion that Ephesos was “der obligatorische Transitort für die römischen Beamte”
(Karwiese 1995, 74, cf. 101). Travel from Ephesos to Athens: Cic. Att. 3,8; 6,8.

23 Dig. 1,16,4. In this edict, Caracalla decreed that the governor was to enter the province of Asia by
sea at Ephesos. Since, according to Ulpian, the edict was a response to a petition, it seems reasonable
to infer that one or more governors or other functionaries had disregarded local preference in this
respect, or had the intention of doing so, either at Ephesos or at another provincial site.

24 Pleket 1994, 120.
25 "e temple apparently did not begin lending, however, before the $rst century BCE: Bogaert 1968,

245–254, esp. 249.
26 Cic. Tusc. 5,105; Strab. 14,1,25. Cf. Plin. nat. 34,21; in the second century CE: Dig. 1,2,2,4 (Pompo-

nius). Münzer 1912; recently: Osborne 2006, 231.
27 Kienast 1999, 438–443; Scherrer 2001, 69–74.
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the beginning of a new era in the relations between Ephesos and Rome in the Augustan
period.28

Despite the massacres of 88 BCE, the Roman element in the population of Ephesos
became very prominent under the Empire."e city had been amelting pot for centuries,29
but among the many foreigners at Ephesos in Roman imperial times the percentage of
Romans was particularly high. A recent study provides documentation of a large num-
ber of Italian immigrants, and attests those immigrants’ integration into Ephesian society
as early as the second half of the $rst century BCE.30 From the Flavian period onward,
Roman citizens make up the majority of o#ceholders of the various ̨̨̡̟̬̝̝̯Ӻ̝̥ at Ephe-
sos.31 Based on such evidence, it can be argued that in a geopolitical sense, and possibly
even in a cultural sense, the Ephesos of Roman imperial times was almost as much a
Roman city as it was a Greek city.32

And Romans of Rome and Italy knew a thing or two about maintaining a large city’s
vulnerable harbors. Rome’s own ports, Ostia and Puteoli, had to be protected against silt-
ing and strong winds by means of costly constructions. A succession of emperors devoted
considerable e!ort to preserving and upgrading Rome’s ports and through them the city’s
lifeline of imported grain. In the case of Ephesos, the Roman emperor Antoninus Pius
behaved in a similar way, according to the inscription IK 11 no. 23, to which I will now
turn. In his reign, an edict of the proconsul Asiae L. Antonius Albus was carved in stone
at Ephesos, on a marble pedimental stele with acroteria, and was presumably set up at the
harbor, where it was found in 1956.

28 Scherrer 1995, 5.
29 Plut. Lysander 3,2–3.
30 Kirbihler 2007. According to the same study (p. 29), some 220 non-imperial gentilicia are attested

among the Roman residents of Ephesos. Meyer 2007, passim, on aspects of Roman and Italian pre-
sence at Ephesos.

31 Schulte 1994, 15.
32 Most recently on imperial Ephesos’ “hybrid” Greco-Roman identity: Thomas 2010; Raja 2012,

85–86. Rogers 1991 treats “the conceptual world of Ephesos during the early Roman empire”; see
esp. p. 2.
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;ж̟̝̤ӭ= ̯ҥ̲Ӫ˶
̈�̫ҥ̦̥̫̭	 о̩̯ҧ̩̥̫̭ т̧̞̫̭ ж̩̤ҥ½̝̯̫̭
̧ҝ̡̟̥˶
ц½ˀ̡ˀ;Ҡ ̯ӭ ̨̡̟ҡ̮=̯ˀӪ ̨̣̯̬̫½ң̧̡̥ ̯Ӭ̭
о̮ҡ̝̭ ;̦̝Ҡ= ̨̫̩̫̩̫̰̲Ҡ ̦̝Ҡ ̯ԗ ̦ң̮
̨Ԕ ;ж̩̝̟̦=̝ӺO̩ ъ̮̯̥̩ ̯Ң̩ ж½̡̫̠̲ң
̨̡̩̫̩ ̯̫Ҥ̭ ½̝̩̯̝̲;ң̤=̡̩ ̡Ѣ̭ ̝Ѿ
̯Ҟ̩ ̨̦̝̯̝̟̫ҝ̩̫̰̭ ̧̨̥ҝ̩�̝� ̨Ҟ
ц̩½̫̠ҡ̢̡̮̤̝̥� ̨̝̤Ҧ̩ ̯ҡ̩̝ ̯̬ң½̫̩
̧̞қ½̯;̫̰=̮̥� ж̩̝̟̦̝Ӻ̫̩ ѓ̟̣̮қ̨̣̩
̠̥̝̯қ̟;̨=̝̯̥ ̦̝Ҡ ̴̧̦ԉ̮̝̥ ̦̝Ҡ ̦̝̯Қ ж½̡̥
̤̫ҥ̴̩̯̩ ̯;Ҟ̩= ½̬̫̮ҟ̦̫̰̮̝̩ ̢̨̣ҡ̝̩ ѳ̬ҡ̮̝̥˶
½̝̬̝̟̟ҝ̴̧̧ ;̫҄=̩ ̦̝Ҡ ̯̫Ӻ̭ ̯Қ ̪ҥ̧̝ ̦̝Ҡ ̯̫Ӻ̭
̯̫Ҥ̭ ̧ҡ̤̫̰̭ ц̩½̡̨̫̬̰̫ҝ̩̫̥̭ ̨ҟ̡̯ ̯Қ ̪ҥ̧̝
½̝̬Қ ̯ӭ Ѷ̲̤Ӫ ̯̥̤ҝ̩̝̥ ̨ҟ̡̯ ̯̫Ҥ̭ ̧ҡ̤̫̰̭
½̬ҡ̢̡̥̩˶ ̫ѣ ̨Ҝ̩ ̟Қ̬ ̯Қ̭ ̡̡̦̝̯̝̮̦̰̝̮̤ҡ̮̝̭ ц½Ҡ
̧̱̰̝̦ӭ ̯̫ԉ ̧̨̥ҝ̩̫̭ ½̡ҡ̧̝̭ ̯;ԗ= ̞қ̡̬̥ ̯Ԗ̩ ̱̫̬̯ҡ̴̩
̧̨̰̝ҡ̩̫̩̯̝̥� ̫ѣ ̠Ҝ ѿ½Ң ̯Ӭ̭ ц̡̡̨̩̥;ҝ̩=̣̭ ̨̡̮ҡ̴̡̬̭
;̧̝̯ҥ�=½ˀ̣ˀ̭ˀ ц½̡̥[̡̥]̡̨̮̱̬̫ҝ̩̣ˀ̭ˀ ̯Ң ̞қ̤̫̭
;̮̰=̴̩̲̩̩ҥ̡̩̯̭
̯Ң̩ Ԉ̫ԉ̩ ж̡̩ҡ̬̟̫̰̮̥̩� ч̦қ̡̯̬̫̥ ̠Ҝ ж̩ң̡̠̰̯̫̩
̯Ҟ̩ Ѷ̲̤̣̩ ½̫̥̫ԉ̮̥̩� ц½̡Ҡ ̫̩҄ ц½̡̨̥̤ҝ;̩̫=̰ ̨̫̰
̫Ѿ̦ ц;̟ҝ̡̩=̯̫ ѣ̦̝̩Ң̭ ̉қ̡̧̧̬̦̫̭ ѳ ̨̨̡̟̬̝̝̯Ҥ̭
ц½̡̥̮̲Ӻ̩ ̝Ѿˀ̯ˀԖ̩ˀ ̯Ҟ̩ ̤̬̝̮ҥ̯̣̯̝� Ѧ̴̮̯̮̝̩ ѷ̯̥
к̩ ̯̥̭ ̨Ҟ ̟̩̫Ҥ̭ ̯Ң ̠̥қ̨̯̝̟̝ ̧̨̦̝̯̝̣̱̤ӭ ̯Ԗ̩
ж½̡̨̥̬̣ҝ̴̩̩ ̯̥ ½̬қ̴̯̯̩� ̡Ѣ̮̫ҡ̡̮̥ VAC�
̯ӭ ц½̡̥̱̝̩̮̯қ̯Ӫ ь̡̱̮ҡ̴̩ ½ң̧̡̥� ̦̝Ҡ ̫Ѿ
̠Ҝ̩ љ̯̯̫̩ ̝Ѿ̯Ң̭ ̯Ӭ̭ ж½̡̡̥̤ҡ̝̭ ц̨̫Ҡ ̧ң̟̫̩
ѿ̱ҝ̡̪̥˶ ̯̫ԉ ̟Қ̬ ̨̡̟ҡ̮̯̫̰ ̝Ѿ̯̫̦̬қ̯̫̬̫̭ ½̡̬Ҡ
̧̱̰̝̦Ӭ̭ ̯̫ԉ ̧̨̥ҝ̩̫̭ ½̡̱̬̫̩̯̥̦ң̯̫̭
̦̝Ҡ ̡̮̰̩̲Ԗ̭ ½̡̬Ҡ ̯̫ҥ̯̫̰ ц½̡̧̮̯̝̦ң̯̫̭
̯̫Ҥ̭ ̡̠̥̝̱̤ҡ̬̫̩̯̝̭ ̝Ѿ̯Ң̩ ̫҂̦ ц̮̯̥̩ ̠ҡ
̦̝̥̫̩ ̨ң̩̫̩ ж̬̟ҥ̬̥̫̩ ̦̝̯̝̞қ̧̧̫̩̯̝̭
ж̡̱Ӻ̮̤̝̥ ̯Ӭ̭ ̝Ѣ̯ҡ̝̭� VACAT ½̡̬̫̯̤ҟ̴̯�
̨̨̡̟̬̝̝̯̰ң̩̯̫̭ ̥̐�̡̞̬ҡ̫̰	 ̧̇�̝̰̠ҡ̫̰	 ̫̍
̧̡̰̠ҥ̦̫̰ ̝̬̦̉ҝ̧̧̫̰ ж̮̥қ̬̲̫̰�
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To good fortune.
L. Antonius Albus, proconsul,
says:
Since it is necessary for the greatestmetropolis of
Asia, and indeed for the world, that the harbor is
not obstructed that receives those who travel by
sea to her from everywhere,
and having heard how it is being damaged, I have
deemed it necessary by means of an edict to
hinder (them) and also to set the appropriate
penalty against those who do not comply.
I therefore order those who import wood as well
as those (who import) stones not to place the logs
by the waterside (Ѷ̲̤̣) and not to saw the stones.
For those who (place the logs by the waterside),
through the weight of the loads, ruin the piers that
were constructed for the protection of the harbor,
and those who (saw the stones) $ll up the depth
and prevent the &ow of the water by the throwing
in of stone chippings mixed with emery; and both
(groups) render the waterside impassable.
Now, since I gave an order to restrain those men’s
insolence but Marcellus the secretary has not been
able to (do so), let them know that, if someone is
caught ignoring the edict and doing something
forbidden, he will pay to the most distinguished
city of the Ephesians (amount not engraved) and
he will equally render account before me for his
disobedience himself. For it is not just, while the
greatest emperor has been concerned about the
protection of the harbor and has been sending
(instructions) on this matter continuously, that
those who destroy it be absolved from their
responsibility by merely paying money. ("is is)
to be set up. During the secretaryship of Ti(berius)
Cl(audius) Polydeukes Marcellus, the Asiarch.
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"is is a well-known text, for good reasons. It is a prime example of how inscriptions
can excite curiosity about the workings of daily life in antiquity. At the same time, it is a
prime example of how inscriptions can fail to satisfy that curiosity.

Let me list some facts that I believe can be safely deduced from this text."e proconsul
of Asia L. Antonius Albus issued an edict ordering that wood not be placed and stones not
be sawed in the area of the harbor."e proconsul himself de$nes the purpose of his edict:
to stop those damaging the harbor."e means to this end, as they are stated in the edict,
will be to set an appropriate penalty and to compel the perpetrators to answer to him."e
proconsul names as reasons for his decision that a) a structure, in his words, “for the pro-
tection of the harbor” was being damaged; b) the harbor was being rendered shallower;
and c) the harbor’s waterside (ȰƸƪƩ) was being rendered impassable."e proconsul states
that Marcellus, the city’s secretary, had received orders from him to put a stop to the activ-
ities that were causing the damage but had been unable to do so. From the closing of this
edict we can deduce that, at the time of the issuing of the edict, the emperor had sent two
or more letters that had contained instructions for, in the words of the proconsul, again,
“the protection of the harbor” (ll. 28–30).

"e text generates a number of questions. We can’t be sure who did what where:
who exactly did what wrong, and where in relation to the harbor. First, who is meant
by ц̨½̡̫̬̰ң̨̡̩̫̥ (l. 14� ц̩½̡̨̫̬̰̫̙̩̫̥̭	? L. Robert concluded that the ц̨½̡̫̬̰ң̨̡̩̫̥
were merchants.33 ь̨½̡̫̬ҥ̨̫̝̥ with the accusative is indeed used in literary sources to
refer to the act of importing goods. But the subject of ц̨½̡̫̬ҥ̨̫̝̥ is in some instances a
local who brings in goods from abroad – one who receives those goods and makes them
available locally, as opposed to someone who travels in from abroad, sells the goods, and
then departs.34 "us, we cannot be sure that stone merchants and wood merchants were
the evildoers, or the sole evildoers, under discussion in the edict. ь̨½̡̫̬ҥ̨̫̝̥ with the
accusative could just as well point to contractors of local works and stone masons and
artists35 and whoever else worked with imported building materials, and who, apparently,
found it convenient to place and to work those materials where they were brought in,

33 Called ̧̥̤ҝ̨½̫̬̫̥ in the case of those who were merchants in stones; Robert 1962, 35 n. 71. Also
Winter 1996, 187 speaks of the ц̨½̡̫̬̰ң̨̡̩̫̥ as merchants (Kau&eute). Wood merchants were
̧̪̰ҝ̨½̫̬̫̥; see SEG 28, 1978, 1407.

34 In Dion. Hal. ant. 6,86,4, ц̨½̡̫̬ҥ̨̫̝̥ �ц̨½̸̡̫̬̫̩̯̝̥	 refers to the activities of citizens who supply
their poliswith “manybene$ts transported by sea”: “̯Ң̩̝Ѿ̯Ң̩̠Ҟ ̷̯̬½̫̩ѿ½̧̡̡̫̘̞̯ ̦̝Ҡ ½̡̬Ҡ ½̷̴̧̡̭�
½̧̧̫Қ ̟Қ̬ ̠Ҟ ̯Қ ̨̮̰½̧̣̬̫ԉ̩̯̝ ̦̝Ҡ ̸̯̝̯̣̩ ъ̤̩̣ ̦̝Ҡ ̫Ѿ̠Ҝ̩ ж̧̧̧̫̥̭̚ ц̷̫̥̦̯̝� ґ̩ ы̦̝̮̯̫̩ Ѣ̛̠̝̩
̯̥̩Қ ̯ԗ ̦̫̥̩ԗ ̡̛̲̬̝̩ ҏ̮½̡̬ ̯Қ ̨̧̙̣ ̯ԗ ̨̮̹̝̯̥ ½̡̝̬̙̲̯̝̥� ̫ѣ ̨Ҝ̩ ̟Қ̬ ̯̫Ҥ̭ ж̟̬̫Ҥ̭ ̴̡̟̬̟̫ԉ̮̥̩� ̫ѣ
̠Ҝ ̨̘̲̫̩̯̝̥ ½̡̬Ҡ ̝Ѿ̯Ԗ̩ ½̬Ң̭ ̯̫Ҥ̭ ½̧̡̨̛̫̫̰̭� ̫ѣ ̠Á ц̨½̸̡̫̬̫̩̯̝̥ ½̧̧̫Қ̭ ̠̥Қ ̧̤̝̘̮̮̣̭ Ҋ̡̧̡̛̱̝̭�
̫ѣ ̠Ҝ ̯Қ̭ ж̛̩̝̟̦̝̝̭ ц̢̬̟̘̫̩̯̝̥ ̯̙̲̩̝̭�”

35 Bouras 2009, esp. 497–498, suggests that they were artists.
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in the area of the harbor36. "is would not be surprising if the buildings for which the
wood and the stones were intended were nearby, and we know from recent archaeological
investigations that the region immediately to the east of the harbor saw intense building
activity during the reigns of Hadrian and Antoninus Pius.37

In the proconsul’s mention of wood, he describes the placing of the wood at the harbor
with the verb ̯ҡ̨̤̣̥, which appears here in the in$nitive ̯̥̤̙̩̝̥ (l. 15). Earlier transla-
tors and commentators have rendered this verb in English as “to store”, but the basic root
meaning of ̯̥̤̙̩̝̥ is “to place” – not “to store” – and that is perhaps all that is meant,
here. Some people were placing the logs somewhere38 and leaving them there for some
period of time, but for how long? For the minutes or hours before they were picked up
again to be transported further, or for days and months? Was it during the o?oading of
the logs that the structure on which they were placed was being damaged? Or was it rather
while the logs were being kept there for longer periods, or “stored”, that their weight tested
the endurance of the “piers”?
̡̍ҡ̧̝̭ (l. 17) is a transcription of lat. pilae, plural of pila, -ae, which, besides “pillar”

(column), can mean “pier” or “mole”, either of stone or another material. "e pilae men-
tioned here could be either the stone-clad banks of the basin itself or wooden piers pro-
jecting into the basin or, $nally, wooden or stone piers erected alongside the canal39. Given
so many uncertainties, I suspect that even the recent suggestion by a specialist on ancient
harbors, to the e!ect that the pilae in this inscription re&ect a phase of construction of the
harbor prior to the architectural phase now revealed in excavation, is essentially guess-
work.40

And there are other interpretations of this text that depend on guesswork, in spite of
the fact that it is preserved largely intact, but for the approximately $ve consecutive letters
that are missing from the beginning of line 19."is lacuna is immediately preceded by the
phrase ̫ѣ ̠Ҝ ѿ½Ң ̯Ӭ̭ ц̡̡̨̩̥;ҝ̩=̣̭ ̨̡̮ҡ̴̡̬̭ and is followed apparently by the letters ̐̄̏,
underdotted in the most recent reading in the IK, and next, in coordination with these
genitives, a further genitive in the feminine, ц½̡̡̡̨̥̥̮̱̬̫ҝ̩̣ˀ̭ˀ. "is last word is easily
understood, assuming it contains a common mistake or orthographic anomaly, in this
case the dittography of ̡̥� ц½̡̥[̡̥]̡̨̮̱̬̫ҝ̩̣ˀ̭ˀ from ц½̡̥̮̱ҝ̴̬� “bring in besides”, which
I translate in this context as “mix with” (“mixed with emery”).

36 One thinks, for example, of the ̧̟̰̦̰̯қ̯Ӫ ̡̮̰̩̬̟̝̮ҡӛ ̯Ԗ̩ ̧̪̰̫½̬̥̮̯Ԗ;̩= at Ephesos: IK 16 no.
2115.

37 Scherrer 1995, 12–13; Hueber 1997, 51.
38 In translating Ѷ̲̤̣, here, I prefer the interpretation “waterside” because it seems to me the most neu-

tral English translation of the term. But ȰƸƪƩ can mean a number of things besides, including dyke,
bank of a river, wharf, shore, and coast.

39 On the possibility of ships having moored along the canal at Ephesos’ harbor see Groh 2006, 105
with n. 227.

40 Bouras 2009, 499.
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All commentators on this passage of the inscription have remarked on the noun
̨̡̮ҡ̬̥̭ (l. 18), sometimes spelled ƴvɛƲƫƳ, but usually ̸̨̮̬̥̭, the emery powder used by
lapidaries, and they seem to be in agreement that emery powder was $lling up the harbor’s
basin. I would like to suggest that the incompletely preserved word that follows immedi-
ately next on the stone, and which has been read as ending in ̐̄̏, might have been the
word ̸̧̝̯½̣̭ – that is, stone chippings, the parts that were chipped o! and were dis-
carded when stone was being worked. In Egypt, Strabo writes, heaps of ̸̧̝̯½̣ remained
visible in his time near the pyramids.41 On my interpretation, it was not emery powder
alone that was $lling up the harbor, but also the stone chips that were a by-product of
working the stone. If the restoration of ̸̧̝̯½̣̭ here is accepted, then we know a little bit
more about the materials that the proconsul says were $lling up the harbor.42 But this is
a minor improvement in our understanding of an inscription that presents larger uncer-
tainties, including the date of this edict.43

"e Ephesians knew, better than we, what went on at their harbor. And they presum-
ably knew, for example, what amount of money their governor wanted violators of his
edict to pay as a $ne, because the edict had been published (on perishable material), as the
governor had ordered,44 and because, to judge from his stated intention “to set the appro-
priate penalty” (l. 12),45 Albus presumably speci$ed a certain amount of money that was
to be recorded a2er the word ̡Ѣ̮̫ҡ̡̮̥, in the phrase engraved on this stone in line 25."e

41 Strab. 17,1,34: я̩ ̠̙ ̯̥ ̯Ԗ̩ ѳ̴̬̝̤̙̩̯̩ ѿ̱Á ѓ̨Ԗ̩ ц̩ ̯̝Ӻ̭ ½̨̛̰̬̝̮̥ ½̷̴̝̬̝̠̪̩ ̫Ѿ̦ к̪̥̫̩
½̧̝̬̝̥½̡Ӻ̩� ц̦ ̟Қ̬ ̯Ӭ̭ ̸̧̝̯½̣̭ ̴̛̮̬̫ ̡̯̥̩̭ ½̬Ң ̯Ԗ̩ ½̴̨̛̰̬̝̠̩ ̡̦Ӻ̩̯̝̥r ц̸̩̯̫̯̫̥̭ ̠Á ̡ѿ̡̛̬̮̦̯̝̥
̨̳̟̝̯̝̚ ̦̝Ҡ ̸̯½Ԕ ̦̝Ҡ ̨̡̡̟̙̤̥ ̡̱̝̦̫̥̠Ӭr �É	�

42 While there is not yet, to my knowledge, archaeological evidence for the discarding of construction
debris in Ephesos’ harbor, such as that mentioned in Albus’s edict, geoarchaeological work at the har-
bor has recorded “numbers of pottery sherds (all broken) suggesting deliberately discarded debris.”
Kraft et al. 2007, 141.

43 "e date of Albus’s edict and proconsulate is still under debate, with scholars divided between those
favoring a date in 147/8 CE (that is, one decade a2er Antoninus Pius’s ascent to the throne) and
those preferring 160/1 CE (the last year of that emperor’s reign). "e proconsul refers emphatically
to the emperor’s sustained interest in the matter at hand. But, in claiming that the emperor had
written “one letter a2er the other” (l. 30: ̡̮̰̩̲Ԗ̭), Albus provides few clues as to the actual volume
and time frame of that correspondence. Albus’s claim would stand whether Antoninus had sent two
letters by 147 CE or twenty letters by 160 CE, and, $nally, it would stand if the emperor had sent two
letters shortly before either of those dates."e governor’s rhetoric in respect to the emperor is of no
help when it comes to choosing among the several options for dating this edict within Pius’s reign.
However, Jones 1973 is right to point out that Bowersock’s arguments for a date in 160/1, though
not indisputable, remain at least as convincing as the alternative; Bowersock 1967; in addition,
Jones 2013, 61 n. 54 points to an unnoticed problem with the earlier dating. For the earlier dating,
between 146 and 149 CE: Eck 1972, 23; IK 11 no. 23, p. 141; Alföldy 1977, 213; Halfmann 1979,
148 n. 58.

44 Line 34: ½̡̬̫̯̤ҟ̴̯.
45 ̯;Ҟ̩= ½̬̫̮ҟ̦̫̰̮̝̩ ̢̨̣ҡ̝̩ ѳ̬ҡ̮̝̥�
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formulation of line 25 seems to exclude the possibility that the governor’s edict had been
ambiguous on this point.46

And yet, previous editors of this text are in agreement that the amount was never
inscribed on this stone. It is not unprecedented in the epigraphic record that a word, and
more frequently a numeral, is le2 uninscribed because it represented a detail that was
not known at the time and was to be added later.47 In all such cases, missing numerals
and words could have been supplied with paint. But these parallels are not entirely com-
parable with the missing $ne on the inscribed edict at Ephesos’ harbor, because in this
case the speci$ed amount was in all probability already known. We might suggest, as an
explanation for why the amount was not inscribed, that perhaps some group among the
Ephesians hoped to renegotiate the amount, either with Albus or with a future governor,
and were able to keep the amount from being inscribed. Members of the stonecutters’
guild, for example, might not have been pleased with the edict’s menacing tone and puni-
tive measures.

In spite of its harsh tone toward the miscreants, the edict bestowed honor on the city
of Ephesos. Along with other documents that were issued by Roman authorities and that
were preserved on stone at Ephesos, this governor’s edict successfully communicates the
message that the emperors favored the city of Ephesos, which in Roman imperial times
was in all likelihood a civitas libera.48 In a characteristic example of such documents, a
fragmentary imperial letter possibly issued by Hadrian,49 the emperor writes that, if Egypt
were to bring forth a good harvest of grain, Ephesos would be the $rst city, a2er Rome,
to pro$t.50 "e letter has been discussed for its evidence on such topics as the grain trade,
famines, and shortfalls in the grain supply. But to the Ephesians, much of the value of
that imperial letter, and perhaps a chief reason for immortalizing it on stone, lay in the
emperor’s honori$c rhetoric, in which he put Rome, his own ½̝̯̬ҡ̭, $rst in the empire,
but accorded the city of Ephesos the immediately next rank.

46 Engelmann 1978, 226 proposed that the $ne was to be adjusted in each case according to an esti-
mate of the damage that had been done. Although the parallels from Roman law that Engelmann
adduces are instructive, they do not o!er an explanation of why the amount of the $ne was le2 blank
here.

47 Numerals uninscribed: Naour 1977, 280 n. 8 (a penalty for violating a grave), and Robert 1935, 445
(a donation). Words uninscribed: Robert 1935, 445 (designations of ethnics).

48 Calapá 2009, 345 suggests an early date (“possibly as early as 133” BCE) for Ephesos’ acquisition of
this status. Guerber 1995, arguing that Ephesos was not a civitas libera, against the communis opinio,
relies on inconclusive evidence.

49 Or by another emperor of the second century CE; Wörrle 1971, 340.
50 IK 12 no. 211.
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Such epigraphic displays of honorable exchanges between a provincial city and Rome
are found in other civitates liberae of the empire, and I believe that those inscriptions can
be adduced as evidence that these cities took care to highlight their particularly close
connection to the imperial center – as opposed to the aspects of independence that came
from their legal status. Whatever privileges their status as free cities gained for them in
legal and economic terms, in constructing their public image these cities encouraged the
impression that the Romans had bestowed on them an honori$c title, so to speak, one
that advertised a city to be civitas libera and which the Romans reserved for only their
closest friends."ese epigraphic monuments propagated the idea that being “outside the
province” (being removed from the formula provinciae) marked a city as being closer to
Rome than other cities were.51 Which Ephesos truly was, as I have tried to argue above.
Ephesos was central to Roman interests – economic interests certainly, and social inter-
ests very likely. If Roman providentia was lavished on the harbor at Ephesos, this was not
necessarily a sign of Roman rule aiming to improve the daily lives of Rome’s provincial
subjects. It was perhaps, instead, an example of Rome’s e!orts on behalf of Roman traders
and Roman residents in the provincial city.52

"ere are additional reasons why Antonius Albus’s edict should not be adduced as
evidence of Rome having ruled its provinces through an involvement in infrastruc-
ture. Although the proconsul’s rhetoric certainly conveys the impression that the cen-
tral Roman authorities, having in mind the welfare of Ephesos and of the empire, took
up the task of protecting Ephesos’ harbor from abuse by local malefactors, the picture
becomes less clear when we look at the local details. As we have seen, the city of Ephesos
had been in many ways too Roman for us to view it as representative of a provincial city
that could be expected to pro$t from the Romans’ promotion of infrastructure projects
in the provinces. In addition, the Roman proconsul in this case came from an Ephesian
family. He therefore had longterm local ties and interests, and might have been in some
ways too “local” for us to view him as typically representative of Rome’s central govern-
ment in the provinces."e Ephesian relatives of the proconsul Asiae Antonius Albus were
prominent enough that members of an older generation are attested as public benefactors
in local epigraphic evidence.53 We can expect that, like many a member of the provin-
cial and imperial elite, Albus was at home in more than one place, including Rome and
Ephesos.

51 Cf. on Aphrodisias Kokkinia 2008. On privileges and titles of cities in the Roman East see most
recently Guerber 2009.

52 On the importance of maritime networks for the Roman economy and the role of trading com-
munities at major ports in the Roman Mediterranean, see now Wilson/Schörle/Rice 2012. On
numismatic evidence possibly suggesting that harbor facilities received particular attention from the
imperial government during the Antonine period, see Boyce 1958.

53 IK 13 no. 614 B with PIR2 L 74; IK 13 no. 614 C with PIR2 I 760.
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Similar in respect to having both local and supra-local interests is Tiberius Claudius
Polydeukes Marcellus, the secretary of the city of Ephesos when this edict was promul-
gated, who had previously been advised about the instances of abuse at Ephesos’ harbor.
Marcellus, whose name appears twice on this stone, is likely to have played an active role
in the edict’s monumentalization. He was a distinguished member of the provincial elite;
he was a Roman citizen at home both at Ephesos and at nearby Magnesia; and he was
prominent enough to carry the title of Asiarch.

To the picture that is provided by Albus’s rhetoric, then – the picture of the emperor
and his governor stepping in to protect an important component of provincial infra-
structure from local abuse, in other words to make up for local incompetence – we could
oppose a di!erent or parallel interpretation, one that was likely to have occurred to a con-
temporary audience: a case of two powerful locals invoking the central imperial authority
in an e!ort to enforce measures that were unpopular in their city.

In short, and in conclusion, ardent imperial support of infrastructure projects in the
provinces, and/or state rhetoric that pledged such support, may or may not be discernible
in the Ephesian evidence. Antonius Albus, in his position as the highest representative
of imperial power in the province, considered it helpful to include in his edict his own
assessment of the importance of Ephesos’ harbor along with an urgent warning that the
matter was of great interest to the Roman emperor himself. But despite the governor’s clear
arguments and powerful rhetoric, his edict leaves many questions unanswered, including
the real proportion of imperial vs. local interest in the fate of Ephesos’ harbor. "ough
Albus’s edict clearly implies that good governors and good emperors actively promoted
infrastructure in the provinces, we are reduced to guessing whether this rhetoric acknowl-
edged a fact, or was wishful thinking, or, $nally, was aimed at persuading future emperors
and governors to adopt such roles. "e edict may well have communicated all three of
these points together. But the carving in stone of that edict provides strong evidence of
an e!ort to in&uence, rather than simply to document, Roman policy in the provinces.
"e monumentalization of the edict’s rhetoric attests to local provincial e!ort to project a
picture of Rome as being eager and ready to devote resources to works of provincial infra-
structure. I would suggest that the political and intellectual context of such epigraphic
monuments is more likely to be found in the vicinity of Aelius Aristides than in the circle
of Frontinus at Rome.
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